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Introduction
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Prediktor PowerView™, based on 26 years 
of continuous technology development and 
industrial experience, addresses the needs of 
Technical Asset Management organizations to 
optimize plant and portfolio performance. The 
efficient operation of any solar plant is essential 
to ensure the budgeted energy production 
is met, that operations are done according 
to regulations and that the O&M is done 
efficiently. Optimal operations include early fault 
detection, structured maintenance procedure, 
efficient reporting, production forecasting 
and diagnostics. These challenges need to be 
executed on production sites often located in 
rural locations with little or no local manning and 
limited communication infrastructure.

Prediktor PowerView™ is an open and scalable 
solution, enabling efficient operation of solar 
plants and handles all essential Technical Asset 
Management activities in one centralized system. 
Prediktor PowerView™ integrates information 
from all operational systems - including 
inverters, trackers, sub-stations, meteorological 
instruments, etc. Prediktor PowerView™ has a 
highly scalable architecture suitable for most 
plant and portfolio configurations.Prediktor’s 
Prediktor PowerView™ can be connected to an 
existing local SCADA gathering data in a central 
server. Alternatively, if no local SCADA exists, 
the system can connect directly to the field 
equipment and available instrumentation, act as 
a local SCADA in addition to relaying data to the 

Performance & Asset Monitoring
Realtime dashboards with drill-down capabilities 
from portfolio to device.

Operational Decision Support
Flexible historical reporting on operational 
performance, asset availability, performance vs. 
budget, KPIs, historical trends etc.

PV Forecast
Forecasting of weather data and production.

PV Control
Plant equipment setpoint and operation control.

PV Analysis & Optimization
Business intelligence and analytical algorithms 
to detect abnormal situations, automatic 
diagnostics and find root causes.

Constantly evaluate and improve our day to day 
operations, processes, people and procedures.

Maximize entire plant portfolio productivity to 
ensure optimal reliability and continuity.

Measure and document the actual performance 
of the equipment.

Minimize resources required for asset 
management.

Reduce financial risk towards lenders.

Minimize resources for asset management.
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System Highlights
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Web-enabled
All user interfaces are web-enabled and reachable 
anywhere, anytime via a web browser connected 
to a secure and authorized connection.

Scalable
Integrate all your production sites into one 
standard reporting hub as well as expandable 
field equipment integration. Data replication 
from local sites to the central system is configured 
based upon available bandwidth.

Open
Supports a wide range of communication 
standards for integration with field equipment 
and other 3. party applications.

Adaptable
A set of standard system functions are available 
out-of-the-box. Moreover, we know that our 
clients have their own specific requirements 
in terms of reporting, monitoring, external 
systems integration etc. The system is based on 
a flexible architecture enabling modification and 
expansion of the standard set of capabilities.

Data Availability
Clients have full ownership of asset data and sets 
are available for BI analysis via standard APIs.

Data Replication
Replication of real-time and historical data is 
done from the production sites to a central 
repository. Site software has data buffering for 
data redundancy and data loss minimization.

SCADA
Real-time monitoring and control from local sites 
and operations center. Setpoint control, e.g., for 
power plant control and trackers, is available 
from local and central operations.

Alarm Management
Alarms are relayed from plant control systems 
and triggered within the O&M system upon 
violation of defined boundaries. Alarms can be 
distributed on email as well as SMS.

KPI reporting
Several industrial standard KPIs implemented; 
performance ratio, energy performance index, 
and availability. Additional customer-specific 
performance indicators can be configured.

Advanced diagnostics
Detect and act upon abnormal operating 
conditions using our diagnostics algorithms.

Asset availability
Availability of plant assets is registered 
automatically, enabling full control of reasons for 
production loss. In addition, the availability of 
grids, inverters, string and trackers are included.

Reporting
All operational reporting is done from one system 
– for operational and production reporting 
purposes. In addition, the system contains a 
standard set of reporting capabilities that can 
easily be expanded with client-specific reports.

Forecasting
Long-term and short-term production 
forecasting is possible by integrating with site 
instrumentation and external weather services.

Status monitoring
Fleet and plant monitoring with drill-down 
capabilities on real-time information from plant 
portfolio. Device status information is logged and 
retrievable, e.g., from asset availability reporting.

Budget baseline
Financial and operational budgets are entered 
into the system and enable valuable insight into 
relative operational performance.

Maintenance management
Integration with external maintenance 
management systems. Work order request and 
ticketing generation and forwarding to CMMS 
solutions.
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System Architecture
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A high-level functional architecture of Prediktor PowerView™ is shown in the figure below. Typical 
functions are split between software executed on a local site server/PC and a centralized portfolio cloud 
server. More details on functions are illustrated in the below figure.

Functional Architecture

Prediktor PowerView™ White Paper 2021

Figure 1. High Level Functional Architecure of PowerView™.
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Data hook-up and integration
This is the real-time data integration of signals 
providers in the PV field and substation, like 
inverters, trackers, weather stations, PPC’s, 
meters, etc. Prediktor PowerView™ has a library 
of many known equipment suppliers and models, 
and new ones are added continuously. Standard 
data protocols are used over plant networks to 
acquire data, like Modbus TCP and OPC UA.

Data management
This layer pre-processes and filters the data to 
be used for reporting and analysis. Bad signals 
and outliers are removed from the final data set. 
Data is averaged into lower sampling rates for 
long time storage and structured into a standard 
information model to apply standard functions 
for monitoring, analyses, and reporting.

Plant equipment & devices
Plant equipment & devices are all devices on solar 
plants, devices on utility substations and control 
centers. The devices need to be connected to a 
local network to extract data in real-time. They 
also need to provide a standard communication 
protocol for data exchange, e.g. Modbus TCP or 
OPC UA.

APIs and data exchange
Data in Prediktor PowerView™ can be accessed 
from third-party applications through standard 
API, including analytical applications, reporting 
tools, monitoring tools and CMMS applications. 
Prediktor PowerView™ is based on open 
and standard technologies, making it easy to 
integrate with 3. party applications if needed. 
If custom access is needed, this can be added 
using wizards and templates.

Data acquisition
This is the basic function for most of the Prediktor 
PowerView™ applications. First, raw data is 
collected from available devices and loggers, 
either real-time and/-or historical. Then, data is 
sent to the next level for pre-processing before 
being used in application functions.

User interaction
User interaction is providing the Prediktor 
PowerView™ application functions to the users 
securely and effectively. The main access is the 
Prediktor PowerView™ web portal. Users are 
authenticated in the web portal and given access 
to applications functions based on a role-based 
security and access control system. Another way 
of providing data to users is through automatic 
submission of emails with reports and alarms.

Signal exchange
This function includes writing control signals 
to devices and equipment in the PV field or 
sending status information to clients like the grid 
utility. Examples of control functions are PPC 
setpoint and mode control, inverter status and 
mode control and tracker manual positioning. 
An example of status signal exchange is sending 
weather data and inverter status information to 
utility SCADA solution by plant PLC.

Application functions
These are all functions available to users 
transforming data into information, knowledge 
and actions. The functions are described in more 
detail below and vary between each setup based 
on available data and systems and customer 
requirements.

Plant data loggers
Plant data loggers are 3. party systems with 
historical data logging capabilities and/-or API 
for real-time and historical data access. One 
example can be a local inverter data logger 
capable of generating files and transferring with 
FTP to PowerView™. Another example is a cloud 
database with an API to extract real-time and 
historical data from devices on site.
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Infrastructure Architecture
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Prediktor PowerView™ application software 
and application functions are typically installed 
and split on a PV plant/site infrastructure and 
a centralized/cloud infrastructure, as shown in 
the figures below. The functional blocks on each 
server can be added as needed.

Prediktor PowerView™ Site Server:

The main function is collecting real-time data 
from site devices with store and forward 
functionality to the portfolio system. Local 
SCADA can be added if needed.

Server/PC installed on-site and connected to 
plant network and internet.

Prediktor PowerView™ Portfolio Server: 

Centralized server installed in public or private 
cloud (can also be on customer on-premise 
server).

Contain data and functionality for all sites, with 
remote SCADA, reporting, analyses on-site and 
portfolio level.

If data is already collected and stored in a 
centralized/cloud data store, and no real-time 
data interaction with the site is needed, the site 
infrastructure is not needed. If only single site 
functionality with local SCADA is needed, no 
centralized/cloud server is needed.

Prediktor PowerView™ White Paper 2021
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Data Connectivity
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In Prediktor PowerView™ site server

Signals exchange (write data from Prediktor 
PowerView™) is done using a real-time interface 
as described.

Communication using standard protocols over 
Ethernet: Modbus TCP, OPC UA/DA, IEC 62056. 
Other standards like IEC 104 can be implemented 
based on 3. Party protocol converters.

Data acquisition:

Historical data can be retrieved from existing 
databases or loggers through APIs or FTP files.

Real-time data collection from plant devices 
can be directly managed on the Prediktor 
PowerView™ site server.

Data management:

Device hook-up and integration:

Real-time communication: standard and non-
standard equipment.
Trackers, String monitoring devices, Meteo 
(weather) stations, PPC (power plant controllers), 
Energy meters and power analyzers, Substation 
energy flow control devices, Inverters and 
integrated transformer stations.

Collect the data from plant devices or 3. party 
data integration systems and databases.

Data is logged in databases for time series and 
alarms & events.

Data management is data filtering, processing, 
and logging collected data.

Data is logged with data quality filtering out bad 
signals for further processing & data analyses.

Real-time data can also be retrieved from cloud 
applications with open APIs. E.g., Huawei and 
SMA cloud solutions.

Cyber Security
PowerView™ solution with software and 
hardware/infrastructure is installed and 
maintained to secure data and prevent the 
system from unauthorized access and cyber-
attacks. Prediktor cooperates with customer 
IT personnel and supplier of other services to 
enforce the best possible security. For example, 
network, routers, firewalls, etc., 

are in most cases delivered and configured by 
3. Party IT suppliers. In these cases, Prediktor 
assists with requirements and recommendations 
to configure a secure system Information security 
is handled as a separate task, and Prediktor is 
now working on getting ISO 27001 certification. 
Below, certain subtopics within cyber security in 
PowerView™ are described in more detail.

User Interface
The Prediktor PowerView™ web portal is hosting 
the applications and user screens to access the 
Prediktor PowerView™ user interface. 

Users log into the web portal with username and 
password.  Username is linked to roles in the 
system, which  defining access to the different 
sites, screens and applications. The menu is then 
filled with the available screens and tools. The 
menu is configurable by the customer.

A web portal is based on standard web 
technology and can be viewed on PC or mobile 
units in standard web browsers. 

Prediktor PowerView™ functions come with 
tools to create real-time dashboards, paginated 
reports and ad hoc analyses as described in the 
next main section with functional details.

Prediktor PowerView™ White Paper 2021
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Prediktor PowerView™ 
Applications & Data

Authorization with access control groups for 
different functions and features in Prediktor 
PowerView™ web portal.

Authentication with username and password. 
Possible to integrate with customer AD. Log in/
access is logged in a database available for audit.

APIs protected with authentication.

Sufficient password complexity level and 
password stored securely.

Real-time data communication from site to the 
portfolio with OPC UA communication- secured 
using OpenSSL with message security.

Historian data replication services with message 
security.

Password encrypted in user database and 
applications.

Web application with secure communication 
(SSL and certificates).

To protect from unauthorized access some rules 
are applied on the application level:

Prediktor PowerView™ White Paper 2021
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PowerView™ Portfolio Server
This is a server running Windows OS operating 
system and hosting the Prediktor PowerView™ 
software. The server can be hosted on-premises, 
in a private cloud or Azure cloud services 
configured by Prediktor. The server is normally 

maintained by the customer’s IT department 
on-premises and private cloud–Prediktor only 
provides recommendations and requirements. 
The following is done to protect the server and 
its applications:

Site servers access using RDP access through 
secure VPN tunnel.

OPC UA data communication from site server  
toportfolio server with built-in security and 
certificates.
Mail reporting on incidents and attacks.

VPN network established for communication 
with site server: VPN router and point-to-point 
network established by IT supplier/- or Azure 
VPN Gateway.

In addition, site network devices should be 
protected by a firewall router maintained by IT 
personnel,

protecting all devices on the plant from 
unauthorized access. Same rules with minimal 
port opening should be maintained.

Virus and malware software enabled: running 
on-site server (Windows Defender).

Windows OS is regularly updated with patches 
for optimal security.

Windows firewall on and configured with only 
necessary port opened.

Access of databases and applications only to 
authorized personnel (username/password) 
and communication through ports allowed in 
firewall.

Prediktor PowerView™ 
Site Server (Plant Connector)

Virus and malware software enabled and running 
on-site server (Windows Defender).

Windows regularly updated with patches 
for optimal security. Automatic updates or 
controlled manual periodic updates.

Historian data replication with message security.

Separate network connection to internet router 
and production network.

OPC UA data communication from the site server 
to the portfolio server with built-in security and 
certificates.

Site server is not configured with a public IP 
address.

Windows firewall on and configured with only 
necessary port opened.

Mail reporting on incidents and attacks.

This is a server/PC running Windows OS operating 
system and hosting the PowerView™ software. 
The site server running the PowerView™ 
application on-site for data acquisition and 
plant SCADA has a connection to the plant 
network to access local devices and the internet 
to provide data to the PowerView™ portfolio 

VPN network for communication with portfolio 
server: VPN router and point-to-point network 
established by customer IT/- or Point-to-Site 
Azure VPN connection to Azure VPN Gateway.

In addition, site network devices should be 
protected by a firewall router maintained by IT 
personnel, 

protecting all devices on the plant from 
unauthorized access. Same rules with minimal 
port opening should be maintained.

server. Since this server has access to production 
critical devices on the network like inverters 
and substation control devices, it is important 
that this is protected from unauthorized access 
and that possible attacks are monitored and 
reported. The following is done to protect the 
site server and its application:

Prediktor PowerView™ White Paper 2021



Security Audits
Security audits on the installed solution can be 
carried out on customer requests.

Information Security – ISO 27001
Prediktor is working on certification based on 
ISO 27001 standard for information security. 
Certification will be done

on the internal system, but procedures will also 
be applied for customer deliveries and solutions. 
Main tasks handled: 

Password Management Policy .

Information Security Policy.

Information Classification Policy.

Acceptable Use of Assets Policy.

Access to Network.

Network Services Policy.
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Monitoring
The system is set up with several monitoring 
features based on real-time data gathered from 
the plants. The monitoring dashboards are 
implemented with drill-down capabilities from 
world view to devices. Monitoring functionality 
can be installed on the portfolio server and/-or 
on the local site server as local SCADA. At the top 
level, the world map view provides insight into 
the overall status of the total number of plants 
with key information such as regional production 
numbers, total aggregated production, weather 
data etc. The overview is dynamically updated, 
is zoomable, and shows the current sun position 
graphically. Each plant is associated with a region 
that is visualized in the regional dashboard. Here, 
status information on plants

Function details

in the relevant region is presented with similar 
data as the plant dashboard. Further drill-
down to plant dashboard displays high-level 
information status of the relevant plant with 
information. Further plant data is available 
from the plant overview. Current inverter status 
and performance, tracker status, production, 
yield and forecast data are available here. The 
dashboards provide unique insight for the 
O&M-team with the responsibility of managing 
many plants and a collaboration arena for an 
integrated operations team. Additional plant-
level dashboards are available as standard 
out-of-the-box functions. A listing of standard 
monitoring capabilities is listed in the table 
below, followed by examples.

Prediktor PowerView™ White Paper 2021
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Available Information

High-level information on overall plant portfolio.

Production and main KPI’s for the whole portfolio.

Overview of plants for a specific region.

Overall status information for a specific plant.

For portfolio alarming and status.

List of all plants or a plant within a region with status and alarms. For central O&M 
monitoring and operations.

Graphical presentation of the performance of all strings for all inverters. Drill-down to 
string monitor details with alarming.

Graphical layout of energy distribution inverters, substations, transformers to grid 
connection.

Trend graphs showing active inverter power over a day.

Dashboard

World Map Dashboard

Portfolio Dashboard

Regional Dashboards

Plant Dashboard

Portfolio Attention Screen

Portfolio Overview

String Monitor Overview

Transformer Switch Overview

Inverter Power Overview

Graphical presentation of current status, power and energy yield. Drill down to inverter 
details.

Overall Production Overview

Trend graphs showing inverter insulation resistance over a day.

Details are shown from the selected inverter along with produced energy vs. irradiation. 
Also, inverter alarms are visualized.

Current and historical data from weather stations and irradiation from reference cells 
and/-or pyranometers.

Provides information status information on power plant controllers.

Inverter Insulation Overview

Inverter Details

Weather Data

PPC Data

Periodical number of revenues generated, energy production, performance ratio, 
irradiation and asset availability numbers of grid, plant. All figures are actual vs. budget.

Plant KPI Dashboard

Provides additional plant data with the running status of inverters and trackers, 
power, yield and forecasting data, and power graphs with max/min/average power vs. 
irradiation. The screen also displays the internal power distribution from substations to 
the grid connection point. Drilldown to plant equipment details.

Plant Overview

List current and historical alarms with information on alarm source time of occurrence, 
acknowledge time and description. The list is filterable on alarm type and source.

Alarm List

Provides a graphical representation of solar trackers with operational conditions and 
visualization on actual angles versus set- points. Drilldown from overview to single 
tracker.

Tracker Overview

Operational data from the grid connection point. Provides information on a transformer, 
switch and substation information, feed-in (re)active power/energy, (re)active power/
energy consumption. Data from MV energy meters as well as auxiliary meters.

Substation Overview

Prediktor PowerView™ White Paper 2021
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Prediktor PowerView™ Example:
World Map Dashboard

Portfolio DashboardPortfolio Overview

Plant Overview

String Monitor Overview

Transformer Switch Overview Tracker Monitoring Overview

Tracker Monitoring, drilldown level 1

Attention Screen

Prediktor PowerView™ White Paper 2021
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Inverter Details

PPC Data Weather Data

Alarming

Alarms are acknowledged in the Prediktor 
PowerView™ web portal by a user having the 
right access permissions. Alarm acknowledgment 
is stored in a database together with comment 
and time, and alarm changed then state in 
alarm server. Alarm acknowledgment info can 
be queried in historical reports. Alarm reporting 
is done from the Alarm historical data store in 

Alarms & Events are setup in Prediktor 
PowerView™ and based on collected signals from 
equipment and other derived signals. Alarms 
can come directly from equipment devices or be 
derived from one or more internal signals and 
events.

Communication alarms (triggered when 
communication link to equipment and devices 
are lost).

Derived alarms: Calculated from a combination 
of signals, Under-performance alarms.

Alarms directly from equipment signals. Alarm 
text and severity based on information from 
the equipment supplier: Inverters, Transformer 
station control, Conversion cabinet status, PPC, 
and Trackers.

SCADA system condition alarms (triggered from 
performance metrics on local SCADA servers, 
e.g., disk/memory/CPU usage, network issues, 
etc.).

Alarms are configured with source (e.g., 
equipment tag), message, group/area, category 
and severity. Severity is classified into levels: 
High priority level, Medium priority, level Low 
priority level and No Priority Level. The following 
alarm types are generated:

Tracker Monitoring, drilldown level 2

Prediktor PowerView™. A predefined set of 
reports is available to query alarm history (all 
event transactions) and alarm statistics. Alarms 
from equipment are presented in a list and 
graphical views of the Prediktor PowerView™ 
portal dashboards. The dashboards reflect 
the current state of the alarms.  The alarm 
list can be filtered and configured for specific 

Prediktor PowerView™ White Paper 2021
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Alarm List with Real-Time State Alarm History Report For Alarm Queries

purposes, e.g., only showing active high severity 
inverter alarms. Colour coding and symbols are 
used to show severity and alarm state (active/
acknowledged).In addition, graphical alarm 
symbols can be added to visual single or multiple 
alarms being triggered. Alarm reports are used 
to query the history database, an example is 
shown below and as an integrated alarm list 
with filters (also last alarm shown in the header). 
All parameters defined on the alarm source 

can be entered in the filter, building a powerful 
alarm query. Alarms can be sent to a set of mail 
recipients. Mail submission can be filtered and 
grouped in different ways, like severity, area, 
plant, etc. Buffering can also be configured. For 
example, high severity alarms can be sent right 
away while other alarms are grouped and sent 
every 10-min/1-hour/daily. Alarm emails can be 
converted to SMS messages using mail to SMS 
service providers.

Control

To facilitate this, the control system needs to be 
configured for external control of the defined 
tags. Operators can only perform such controls 
with a higher level of authority, and an extra 
level of authorization

Inverter Start/Stop & Mode Control PPC Setpoint & Mode Control

Prediktor PowerView™ provides capabilities to 
also enable setpoint and mode control on plant 
control systems - can be implemented to

change an operational program and/-or single 
setpoints for different equipment and devices on 
the plant. Implementations include:

is required to perform this. Also, security can 
be configured such that this control only can be 
performed from a predefined set of Prediktor 
PowerView™ clients. Examples of inverter and 
PPC control are shown below:

Power Plant Controller.

Tracker & Inverter.

Substation Control System.

Energy Management Systems.

Prediktor PowerView™ White Paper 2021
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Prediktor PowerView™ contains an extensive 
set of standard reports. Additional reports 
can be configured, e.g., based upon specific 
requirements grid owners. The various reports 
are parameterized with 

Reporting

Content

A weekly report of assets with production volumes and other KPI’s.

Provides detailed information on equipment availability.

Production report showing detailed production for a plant, period and interval.

Detailed weather data for a plant, period and interval.

Showing detailed aggregated data for a plant, period and interval.

Information on tracker availability and deviations – aggregated and per tracker.

Shows CO2 emission data for portfolio based on the year-plant-specific emission factors.

Report equipment state changes for inverter, tracker and grid.

A report showing detailed data from meters for a plant, period and interval.

Report

Weekly Management Report

Availability Report

Energy Report

Weather Report

Facility Data Report

Tracker Data Report

Emission Reduction Report

Downtime event report

Meter Report

Detailed information on inverter availability, production and performance. A standard 
set of equipment states are defined in the system.

Inverter Data Report

Shows production data vs. selected budget.

Detailed information on performance ratio and performance ratio trend.

Alarm history for all alarm transactions for a plant.

Budget report

Performance Ratio Report

Alarm History Report

Basic report from history database on period and level, reporting production and main 
weather parameters.

Production & weather history

Contains information on a specific period and specific facility: Metered production 
volumes show graphically daily production, Daily performance ratios, Accumulated 
irradiation, Environmental data, Asset availability & non-operative times.

Periodic KPI report

Provides for a user selection of facilities production data vs. budget data. In addition, 
data is provided for a selected date and month to date and year to date. Included 
data elements are production amount, plant/grid/tracker availabilities, selected 
environmental data, various performance ration numbers.

Daily Management Report

appropriate user-defined elements: reporting 
period, plant selection, etc. Reports can be 
exported to Excel (CSV)/- or as PDF files. A 
selection of available reports is listed below (only 
parts of reports shown):

KPI Dashboard Periodic KPI report

Prediktor PowerView™ White Paper 2021
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Periodic KPI report Daily Management Report

Daily Management Report Daily Management Report

Prediktor PowerView™ contains many analysis 
algorithms that allow for real-time problem 
identification; in case of abnormal behavior, 
alarms are triggered, informing the operators 
that actions should be conducted. Data collected 
from the production facilities are stored in a 
time-series database as well as an SQL database. 

Time series data can be easily investigated in 
Process Explorer, Prediktor’s high-performance 
trend viewer. In Process Explorer, engineers can 
effectively investigate and analyze trend data 
to identify production correlations and conduct 
optimization tasks based on real data. 

All the time series data from the plant are 
structured in a PV information model realized in 
the APIS OPC UA server. This means data from all 
plants can be accessed from a 3. Party application 
uniformly includes plant structure and relations, 
metadata, status values and historical values. 

Data is accessible from an open OPC UA data 
interface. Prediktor has also implemented an 
interface to Python, called Data Engineering 

Analysis
Suite. This includes a python library, enabling an 
API for easy browsing the portfolio information 
model, query data and write the result back to 
the data model used for visualization, alarming 
or other operational settings. AI/ML models 
and algorithms can be scheduled for periodic 
execution in the Data Engineering app.

Further, production data are stored Prediktor 
PowerView™ data warehouse database. Here, 
data are structured to allow data analysts to 
dig deeper into correlations in the operations 
and understand what parameters affect the 
production positively or negatively. 

Data warehouse contains raw data from 
sensors, as well as filtered data and processed 
and calculated KPI’s like performance ratio, 
availability and production losses. Microsoft 
Power BI can be utilized and integrated with the 
Prediktor PowerView™ system or your preferred 
BI tool. 

The data belongs to you and can be accessed via 
open APIs and an open data model.

Prediktor PowerView™ White Paper 2021
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Analysis tools and APIs

Trend tool for graphical trend analyses of historical data. 
Available for all data logged from a plant from event level to 

Prediktor Process Explorer: Content

Access data from sources in OPC HDA/OPC UA format.

Possible to browse the OPC UA PV information model. Access all tags and combine them in the historian databases.

Shows data with different aggregations (available in OPC 
standard+some more).

High performance. Time moved curves possible.

Trend multiple curves with multiple or merged axes (no 
limit on the number of curves).

Query tool for advanced queries.

Zooming, panning, ruler, etc.

Export to CSV files.

Possible to define and store personal and public workspaces.Workspaces can be linked into monitoring dashboards.

Fully integrated with PowerView™ web portal.

XY plots possible.

Prediktor Process Explorer: Features

aggregated data. Can aggregate and filter data. The tool is 
opened from the PowerView™ web portal.

Shows data in a table format, trend/event list.

Shows data with different aggregations (all available in OPC 
standard + some more).

Export to CSV files.

Access all tags and combine all tags in the historian 
databases.

Store query configuration in files.

Handles event and sampled data.

Access data from sources in OPC HDA/OPC UA format.Possible to browse an OPC UA information model

Prediktor History Explorer: Content

Prediktor History Explorer is a windows client tool to query 
and trend data from the historian database. The tool is 

installed on the client PC and connected to history database 
for data query and download.

Prediktor History Explorer: Features

Prediktor Excel Plugin

Excel Plugin is installed on the client machine and enables 
data to be queried from the historical databases directly 

into Excel. Same query interface and connection options as 
for the Prediktor History Explorer.

Power BI Content

Power BI service for building custom dashboards and 
reports based on KPI data and other production and 

performance data available in the Prediktor PowerView™ 
data warehouse.

Prediktor Data Engineering Suite

Data structured in an OPC UA information model for PV 
plants and made accessible to Python through a client 
library (API). Scheduling AI and ML algorithms for periodic 

execution. The result can be written back to the data 
warehouse for use in dashboards and BI tools. A detailed 
description of the tool is provided on request.

Prediktor API Data Access

Several APIs are implemented for accessing data. Prediktor 
Data Engineering Suite, as mentioned above, is one of 
them. In addition, REST API 

for accessing raw data and data in the data warehouse is 
implemented. A detailed description of APIs is provided on 
request.

Prediktor PowerView™ White Paper 2021
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Prediktor Process Explorer With Query Tool

Prediktor  History Explorer

Prediktor Automated KPI Calculation

Standard KPIs for solar plants are calculated continuously 
based on measured production data, forecast, budget and 
plant parameters.

KPIs are stored in a data warehouse and made available for 
built-in reports and dashboards and customer data access 
through APIs and to data model directly.

Prediktor Analysis Dashboards & Reports

Standard dashboards and reports implemented with 
Reporting Services and PowerBI to present the result of KPI 
calculations and 

extraction of data from the data warehouse. See the table 
and examples in the subchapter below for available reports 
and dashboards.

Grafana Plug-in

Grafana OPC UA plug-in for accessing data from the UA 
information model and make dashboards. A standard 
dashboard set can be implemented based on an information 

model type, browsing, and uniformly showing data for 
all plants and assets. Custom dashboards per plant and 
equipment can also be made.

Prediktor Process Explorer With Query Tool

Prediktor Excel Plug-In

Prediktor History Explorer

Grafana Dashboards

Prediktor PowerView™ White Paper 2021
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Automated KPI Calculations
List of automated KPIs calculated below. Detailed formulas provided on request.

Description

Production for a plant. Aggregated from energy meters and 
possibly manually corrected in correction page.

Estimated production based on weather data measurement.

Accumulated energy calculated from plant sensors, possibly 
backfilled from external weather sources or manually 
corrected in correction page.

Accumulated energy calculated from plant sensors, possibly 
backfilled from external weather sources or manually 
corrected in the correction page.

Relation between incline and horizontal irradiation.

Calculations on module temperature measurements and 
incline irradiation.

Plant soiling index, from 0-100. Average value calculated 
from soiling stations or reference cells.

Budget production for a plant.

Budget incline irradiation for a plant.

TypeType

Yield and Weather

Yield and Weather

Yield and Weather

Yield and Weather

Yield and Weather

Yield and Weather

Yield and Weather

Yield and Weather

Yield and Weather

Name

Actual Production

Estimated Production

Incline Irradiation

Horizontal Irradiation

Transposition Factor

Module Temperature

Soiling Index

Budget Production

Budget Irradiation

Tracker availability measured as Full day time – tracker 
downtime (in minutes)/Full day time (24 hours).

Availability of strings calculated based on string production 
and detection of non-producing strings.

Grid availability measured as full day time. Grid downtime 
(minutes)/Full day time (24 hours).

Plant availability measured as daylight time. Plant downtime 
(minutes)/daylight time (when irradiance above 5 W/m2).

Plant availability measured as full day time. Plant downtime 
(minutes)/Full day time (24 hours).

Plant availability measured as total production including 
losses. Inverter losses/(total production including losses).

Grid availability measured as daylight time. Grid downtime 
(minutes)/daylight time (when irradiance above 5 W/m2).

Grid availability measured as total production including 
losses. Grid losses/(total production including losses).

Tracker availability measured as daylight time. Tracker 
downtime (minutes)/daylight time (when irradiance above 
5 W/m2).

Availability

Availability

Availability

Availability

Availability

Availability

Availability

Availability

Availability

Plant Daylight

Plant Full Day

Plant Production Loss

Grid Daylight

Grid Daylight

Grid Production Loss

Tracker Daylight

Tracker Full Day

String
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PR Gross Production Loss 
Temp Adjusted

Temperature adjusted PR calculation: basis is “PR Gross 
Production Loss.”

Inverter PR PR net per inverter calculated from production per inverter.

Losses due to grid downtime (reduced grid availability).

Losses due to inverter downtime (reduced plant availability).

Losses due to non-working trackers (reduced availability).

Losses due to non-available strings (reduced availability). 

Losses due to plant curtailment.

Losses due to plant clipping.

Losses due to panel soiling, price from internal budget.

Losses due to downtime on a grid (reduced availability). 
Energy tariff: from an original internal budget.

Losses due to downtime on inverters (reduced plant 
availability). Energy tariff: from an original internal budget.

Production Loss

Production Loss

Production Loss

Production Loss

Production Loss

Production Loss

Production Loss

Revenue Loss

Revenue Loss

Grid Downtime

Plant Downtime

Tracker Downtime

String Downtime

Curtailment

Clipping

Soiling

Grid Downtime

Plant Downtime

PR basic calculation: irradiance and production. Does not 
adjust for the module degradation in the nominal power.

Uses PR net as a basis. Divided by plant and grid availabilities 
daylight to get a rough PR estimate representative for time 
and park production.

Losses due to panel soiling. Energy tariff: from an original 
internal budget.

Losses due to downtime on a grid (reduced availability). 
Energy tariff: from an original internal budget.

Losses due to downtime on inverters (reduced plant 
availability). Energy tariff: from an original internal budget.

Losses due to plant curtailment. Energy tariff: from an 
original internal budget.

Losses due to downtime on a grid (reduced availability).
Energy tariff: from an original internal budget.

PR from the contract. To be adapted to customer need.

Availability of strings calculated based on string production 
and detection of non-producing strings.

Revenue Loss

Revenue Loss

Revenue Loss

Revenue Loss

Revenue Loss

Performance

Performance

Performance

Performance

Tracker Downtime

String Downtime

String Downtime

Curtailment

Clipping

PR Contractual

PR Net

PR Gross

PR Gross Production Loss

Temperature adjusted PR calculation. The basis is “PR Net.”

Temperature adjusted PR calculation: basis is “PR Gross.”

Performance

Performance

PR Net Temp Adjusted

PR Gross Temp Adjusted

Performance of production vs. irradiation: budget & actual.Performance Energy Index

Performance

Performance
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Description

Dashboard showing main KPIs in a plant for a selected period. A daily interval as well as 
a total for the period. Charts visualized against selected budget.

Tool for analyzing the data quality of all data logged with detection of abnormalities. 
Used to detect problems with sensor and connectivity.

Production loss analyses based on collected data. Split losses into categories based on 
logged data (inverter availability, grid availability, string availability, tracker availability, 
soiling, curtailment, clipping).

Detailed analyses of availability and downtime for plant equipment. A breakdown 
from summarized downtime down to every single stop with corrective actions. String, 
inverter, grid and tracker level.

Benchmarks and trends on inverter performance. KPI calculations per inverter, e.g., PR 
and AC/DC ratio drill-down. Detection of underperformance. Visualization in heatmaps 
and charts. Multiple sub-reports: Inverter Benchmark, Inverter Trend, Inverter Analysis.

Benchmarks and trends on string performance. KPI calculations per string and detection 
of underperformance. Visualization in heatmaps and charts. Multiple sub-reports: 
String Benchmark, String Trend, String Analysis.

Deviation analyses of measured tracker position, status and availability. Compare 
position with setpoint and theoretical optimal angle.

Compare morning and afternoon string performance with mid-day (clear sky) 
performance to detect shading effects in parts of the plant.

Analyses of losses due to curtailment. Requires curtailment event detection from PPC.

Report and Dashboard

KPI Dashboard

Data Quality Analyses

Production Loss Analyses

Availability Analyses

Inverter Performance Analyses

String Performance Analyses

Tracker Deviation Analyses

String Shading Analyses

Plant Curtailment Analyses

Analyses of losses due to clipping. Comparison of produced power with maximum 
output to detect clipping events.

Plant Clipping Analyses

Analysis Dashboards and Reports

Prediktor PowerView™ Loss Analyses Prediktor PowerView™ Loss Analyses

Prediktor PowerView™ Inverter Performance 
Analysis

Prediktor PowerView™ Inverter Performance 
Analysis

Prediktor PowerView™ White Paper 2021
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Prediktor PowerView™ String Performance Analysis Prediktor PowerView™ String Performance Analysis

String performance & fault detection Prediktor PowerView™ Tracker Performance Analysis

One or more production budgets are added to the 
Prediktor PowerView™ database to generate KPI 
and production reports with real values against 

Budgeting

Performance ratio (%) is calculated based on the 
above inputs. Budget numbers are inputted in 

budgets. Budget inputs are on a monthly level 
which is split equally per day in a month. Following 
budget parameters are added to the system:

Horizontal irradiation (kW/m2) Production (kWh)

Ambient temperature (°C) Nominal plant availability (%)

the Prediktor PowerView™ web portal screen as 
shown above or loaded via Excel file import.

Incline irradiation (kW/m2) Nominal grid availability (%)

Module temperature (°C) Energy tariff (local currency/MWh)

Budget input

String performance & fault detection

Prediktor PowerView™ White Paper 2021
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SolarGIS also provide a load of historical weather 
data based on weather satellite data. This can 
also be subscribed and loaded into Prediktor 
PowerView™ as a primary or secondary source 
of weather data. Prediktor PowerView™ can be 

Historical Satellite Weather Data

Prediktor PowerView™ implements production 
and weather forecasting through software 
services from SolarGIS and Metologica based 
on satellite data (other forecast service 
providers can also be integrated on request). 
Forecasts are loaded every night and stored in 

Forecasting

For the longer-term forecast, average data can 
be used. Forecast data is used in the following 
ways in Prediktor PowerView™: reporting and 

the Prediktor PowerView™ data warehouse 
database for reporting and other distribution. 
Resolution and number of parameters can 
be chosen based on service level from 
the provider. Typical setup from SolarGIS:

Weather parameters and power forecast Data load once a day

15 min to 1-hour resolution Forecast 9 days ahead

analyses in the Prediktor PowerView™ web 
portal and submission of forecast to utility or 
other stakeholders through:

Automatic report submission per mail Real-time signal exchange to utility control 
systemWeb service with API

configured to automatically fill in missing periods 
of weather data from the external weather data 
provider. Satellite data is also used for quality 
check of on-site measurements, as seen in 
example charts below:

External Forecast Data Report

Historical Satellite Weather Data Historical Satellite Weather Data
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